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ABSTRACT

Work is situated activity. Taking into account human factors in evaluation involves considering not only
users but also their contexts of use. Consequently, the evaluation of systems—from video-games to safetycritical interfaces—requires analysis of context to understand not only the effect of context on usability but
also the impact of artifacts' usability on users' environments. In the case of safety
-critical systems (SCS),
errors (by users or designers) may threaten human lives.
To assess the degree to which interface evaluation methods currently account for context, we have used the
research strategy taxonomy of McGrath as a framework for classifying existing evaluation methods of
aviation domain and general HCI interactive systems. This framework enabled us to describe common
grounds and key differences of methods used in HCI and SCS, and to highlight aspects of context that
could be analyzed using each strategy.
For instance, characteristics of SCS, such as time-criticality, unpredictability and dynamics, emphasize the
leading role of operational context on the remaining work context including physical or technical
constraints defined by organizational, social, cultural and technical contexts which is not the case for
general HCI.
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Introduction
Best practice in user-centered design of interactive systems involves iterative evaluation. In conducting
these evaluations, it is necessary but not sufficient to find representative users. In fact, taking into account
human factors in evaluation involves considering not only users but also their contexts of use. So to
implement their evaluations, developers must design experimental protocols that cover as many of the
relevant contexts of use as possible. These contexts may vary enormously. For example, depending on the
domain application of the artifact to be evaluated, the context may be more or less safety-critical. But
developers seeking to employ best practice in evaluation face a problem: how to characterize contexts of
use in a way that is systematic enough to enable them to design appropriate evaluations. First, we discuss
the importance of accounting for context in evaluation. Second, we propose a set of dimensions of context
that would be useful for evaluation. Then using these dimensions, we review the extent to which interface
evaluation methods in human-computer interaction, both generally and then specifically in the safetycritical domain of aviation, currently account for context.

1. Context relevance in evaluation
1.1

Why is it important to account for context in evaluation?

Context can be seen as a frame of reference, a space of shared knowledge (Brézillon, Pomerol, & Saker,
1998), explored and exploited by participants in the interaction. So to be usable, interfaces cannot be
divorced from contexts as they depend on situations of use and furthermore, they may affect social context.
Situational validity. Usability qualifies user-system interaction in a context of use (ISO, 1998; Karat, 1997).
Winograd & Flores (1986) emphasized that context, including social and linguistic environment, shapes
interpretation and gives meaning to action. From the standpoint of Suchman (1987), context can be seen as
a resource upon which users can draw. Therefore, the study of context is essential because users’ actions
are necessarily situated within particular spatial and temporal contexts that are crucial to the user' s
interpretation of computer systems (Cooper, 1991). As context of use shapes usability, many authors,
including Beyer & Holtzblatt (1999) and Bevan & Macleod (1994), recommended representative
evaluations in context (choice of representative tasks, users; real world environment or, if not possible, a
very close simulation) as well as context-oriented analysis methods.
Social context. Context study not only helps determining the effect artifact' s usability in its context of use,
but also enables to identify the impact of the artifact on social, cultural, and organizational contexts (Brown
& Duguid, 1994), and especially on user praxis (Sachs, 1995). Brown & Duguid (1994) introduced three
dimensions for the study of context: the center (the artifact in use), the periphery (the context) and the
border which is distinguishable if it plays a socially recognized role. They argued that designers need to
understand the role of border resources and to negotiate their change with users. Sachs (1995) emphasized
the need to study work practices before the design of a new artifact instead of relying on the organizational
view; otherwise, practice will be the result of prescriptions plus workarounds.
Thus context and usability have a two-way relationship. Developers rely on context to help users interact
with the system, and use of the system shapes the users’ contexts. Understanding the effect of context of
use on usability and the impact of usability on context creates a basis for systematic iteration of evaluations,
including traceability, assessment and reuse.
1.2

How do contexts vary across domains?

As domains vary, they provide different contexts for interaction. For example, the definition of what is an
“effective” human-computer interface is not necessarily the same in aviation as in the office. While major
goals of interface usability include minimizing human information processing, minimizing cognitive
demands on the user and avoiding errors, the relative importance of these goals differs greatly between the
safety-critical domain of aviation and the non-safety critical domain of the office. In office automation, the
goal is to avoid costly rework and schedule delays (Butler, 1996), errors or poor performance, lest unusable
software “result in employee dissatisfaction, high staff turnover, absenteeism and tardiness” (Henderson,
Podd, Smith, & Varela-Alvarez, 1995, p. 412). In contrast, in safety-critical domains the key issue is to avoid
three classes of risk: vital, ecological and economic (Amalberti, 1995; McCarthy, Healey, Wright, &
Harrison, 1997). Safety-critical systems (SCS) include nuclear power plants, aviation, air-traffic control and
space missions. For SCS, the human performance that leads to incidents is significantly shaped by the
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context (Woods, 1994). Moreover, context should be interpreted broadly in conducting accident
investigations (McCarthy et al., 1997); in this sort of case, the notion of context should be extended to
include factors such as deficiencies in training, lack of attention to the human-computer interface, and
ignorance of work routines and practices. And evaluation of SCS requires greater attention to context than
in the case of non-safety-critical systems because of the risks incurred in the event of error. Therefore, the
evaluation should concern not only the isolated usability of the tested interface, but also the integrated
effect of interaction with the interface on overall user activity.

2. Which context?
Given that domain contexts have significant variations, how can these contexts of use be characterized in a
way that is systematic enough to enable them to design appropriate evaluations? We address this question
by employing a decomposition of the concept of context. Chater (2000) highlighted the main categories of
context to be considered in evaluation: (1) work context, (2) organizational, social, cultural, technical
(OSCT) context, and (3) evaluation context (see Figure 1). We examine each part of this multidimensional
structure of context in turn.
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Figure 1: A multidimensional structure of context

Work context can be either static, including users, tasks, the artifact in use, the other artifacts (such as
for instance operational procedures, or other interfaces not currently in use). It may also be
operational described by the activity history, ongoing activity, work phase, systems states, occurred
and occurring events, and the kind of situation in progress, such as normal, abnormal, and emergency.
OSCT (Organizational, Social, Cultural, Technical) context is defined by international, and national
safety rules, national and organizational culture, organizational knowledge, memory, strategies and goals
(safety, efficiency, economy, performance), the task domain, work, product standards, rules, standard
operating procedures, and latent errors (Reason, 1993). Organizational latent errors may include, for
instance, decision errors at the management level, training problems; technical latent errors may include for
instance artifacts design errors or inconsistencies and equipment maintenance failures. Organizational,
social and cultural context may involve people' s judgment at these different levels as well as users'
accountability. (See, e.g., the analysis of McCarthy, Healey, Wright, & Harrison (1997) of the relationships
between work activity and accountability). These factors may influence users' behaviors accordingly.
Evaluation context is described by the evaluation characteristics, including evaluation objectives,
experimental protocol (such as scenarios, evaluation methods, evaluation criteria, simulation tools and
environment, and test users). These data can be used to assess the realism (the gap between evaluation
implementation and work context), the generalizability and the precision of the evaluation and its
results.

3. Context and evaluation methods
Most of the evaluation methods used in the safety-critical domain of aviation, are methods adapted from
general HCI practice (e.g. Irving, Polson, & Irving, 1994; Palmer, Rogers, Press, Latorella, & Abbott, 1995).
Irving et al. (1994) suggested that modern automated offices and advanced-technology cockpits are
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comparable in the sense that both office workers and pilots supervise complex automated systems. They
concluded, therefore, that evaluation techniques developed for human-computer interaction could be used
and adapted to the aviation domain. Similary, the general-purpose cognitive walkthrough evaluation
technique has been adapted to operating procedures for commercial aircraft (Novick, 1999; Novick &
Chater, 1999) The adaptation of methods lies essentially in their implementation, in the means used and,
most important, in the data they analyze. These data include domain and context knowledge as well as
critical issues (Chater & de Brito, 1999).
In order to assess to what extent evaluation methods account for context, we have classified HCI and SCS
evaluation techniques (see figure 2) using McGrath' s (1995)framework (see Chater, 2000). McGrath
distinguished quadrants corresponding to four research strategies: field strategies, experimental strategies,
respondant strategies, and theoretical strategies. McGrath' s taxonomy sets he
t limits for each research
strategy of: (a) the generalizability of the evaluation method results (b) the precision of measurement of the
behaviours being studied (c) the realism of the situation within which the evidence is gathered.
Experimental strategies
Lab experiments

Experimental simulations
* Usability testing and engineering
ex : [Nielsen, 1993 ]

* Debriefing questionnaire
[Marshall et al., 1995 ]

*Evaluating a datalink interface
[Chater et al.,1998 ]
*Criteria
[SAE, 1994 ]

*Guidelines
[Smith et al., 1986]

*HAZOP
in [Kirwan,1998 ]

*Guidelines
[Palmer et al., 1995 ]
*Cognitive Walkthrough on Op.
Procedures [Novick,1999 ]

*Inspection
[Nielsen et al., 1994 ]

*Evaluating for datalink
interfaces
[Rehmann, 1995 ]
* Deviation form
procedures
[de Brito, 1998 ]

*PGS
[Speyer et al., 1995]

*M inimal crew certification
[Speyer, 1992 ]

* Contextual design
[Beyer et al, 1997 ]

Field strategies

Respondant strategies

*Ergonomic criteria
[Bastien et al, 1997 ]

*Evaluation of
textual formats
[McGann,1992 ]

* Protocol analysis
ex : [Ericsson et al., 1980 ]

Field experiments

Judgment studies

* Think aloud
ex : [Wright et al., 1991 ]

* Video analysis
ex : [Kennedy, 1989]

* Ethnomethodolgy
ex : [Suchman, 1987 ]

*Vigilance in long-range flights [Cabon
et al., 1993 ]
* Ethnography
* Deviation from
procedures
[de Brito, 1998 ]

ex : [Nardi, 1997 ]
*Distributed cognition
[Hutchins et al., 1991 ]
* COCOM
[Hollnagel, 1993 ]

* SUM I
[Kirakowski et al., 1992 ]

* GOM S on the CDU [Irving
et al., 1994 ]

* Theory of action
[Norman, 1986 ]
* GOM S [Card et al.,
1983; John, 1995 ]

* CES
[Woods et al., 1995 ]

* Video analysis
ex : [Brun-Cottan et al.,
1995 ]

Field studies

Sample surveys

*Interview
[Johnson et al., 1996 ]

* COSIM O
[Cacciabue et al., 1993 ]

* SRK
[Rassmussen, 1986 ]
* Interacting blocks
[Boy, 1998 ]

* PUM
[Young et al. , 1989 ]

* CCT
[Kieras et al., 1985]

* TAG
[Payne et al., 1995 ]

Formal theory

Computer simulations

Theoretical strategies

Figure 2. Classifying instances of HCI and SCS evaluation methods in McGrath's adapted research taxonomy
(methods used in HCI are in the periphery, methods used in SCS are in the center)

These methods are drawn from the general HCI literature (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1999; Boy, 1998; Brun-Cottan
& Wall, 1995; Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983; Ericsson & Simon, 1980; John & Packer, 1995; Johnson & Nardi,
1996; Kennedy, 1989; Kieras & Polson, 1985; Kirakowski, Porteous, & Corbett, 1992; Marshall & Novick,
1995; Nardi, 1997; Nielsen, 1993; Nielsen & Mack, 1994; Norman, 1986; Payne & Green, 1986; Rassmussen,
1986; Scapin & Bastien, 1997; Smith & Mosier, 1986; Suchman, 1987; Wright & Monk, 1991; Young, Green,
& Simon, 1989) and the SCS literature (Cabon, Coblentz, Mollard, & Fouillot, 1993; Cacciabue & KjaerHansen, 1993; Chater, Sikorski, & Boy, 1998; de Brito, 1998; Hollnagel, 1993; Hutchins & Klausen, 1991;
Irving, Polson, & Irving, 1994; Kirwan, 1998; McGann, Morrow, Rodvold, & Mackintosh, 1998; Novick, 1999;
Palmer, Rogers, Press, Latorella, & Abbott, 1995; Rehmann, 1995; SAE, 1994; Speyer, 1992; Speyer & Elsey,
1995; Woods & Roth, 1995; Wynn, 1991). McGrath' s categories can be in turn classified according to the
place of evaluation: real world context (field strategies), simulated context (experimental strategies), and
out-of-context (theoretical and respondant strategies).
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4. Context perspectives and representation
Given the kinds of context and the kinds of context-based evaluation techniques presented in Sections 3
and 4, how can these classification schemes be used? Perspectives of context depend on evaluation
objectives, on the expertise, and skills of the evaluators, on data-collection methods used, on domains in
which they are studied, and on the range of contexts provided by the place of evaluation (real-work
contexts, simulated contexts, and out-of contexts). We contrast each of these three kinds of context in terms
of their effects on evaluation, particularly in terms of how context is represented.
More complete evaluations of work in context can be made in a real-world context, as the work and OSCT
contexts already exist and do not need to be reproduced. However, it is essential to take into account bias
derived from subjective interpretations and behavior translations from the perspectives of users, analysts
and designers. Experimental simulations involve a subset of real-world contexts and need to be reproduced,
and sometimes this kind of bias will be introduced. Controlled experimental simulations recreate users'
environments and enable the elicitation of certain behaviors, attitudes, stresses, errors, and actions with
respect to working conditions, events, and artifacts in use. Baars (1980), cited in (Reason, 1993) emphasized
the interrelationship between field studies and experimental simulations, noting that “Without naturalistic
methods, experimental research may become narrow and blind; but without experimental research, the
naturalistic approach is in danger of being superficial and uncertain.” (p. 39). Real-world and simulated
context strategies emphasize the analysis in the dynamic, time-critical, complex operational environment,
and its effect on user' s activity situate
d within social, cultural, and organizational contexts background.
While the focus of field studies in HCI generally is primarily organizational and social, their primary focus
in safety-critical systems is more operationally oriented; the dynamic, time-critical, complex features of the
operational domain drive the activity, which is constrained by organizational procedures and rules.
Community issues such as team coordination, task division are essential features of activity in these
settings. Representations of context are usually informal.
In out-of-context strategies, the kind of context analyzed (organizational, social, cultural, technical, work
context) depends on the evaluation objectives and on the evaluators. In general, evaluations are performed
based on fairly representative scenarios of use that restore part of the context focused on the tested artifact
and tasks. Representation of context is thus informal and tacit in the case of respondent strategies, and in
the case of theoretical strategies, models can represent part of contexts formally, depending on evaluation
objectives, and the experience and skills of models' designers. Respondent strategies are based on analysts'
and users' representations of context. In contrast, theoretical strategies ely
r on designers’ representations of
context. In general HCI, represented contexts in the case of respondent strategies and theoretical strategies
deal more with work context in terms of artifact, tasks, and users characteristics. In the case of SCS, these
techniques emphasize the leading role of the dynamic, time-critical, and risky operational context as
constrained by organizational factors such as rules and operating procedures. Concerning the evaluation
context, we have to consider not only the gaps between the pictured model of context and the real world
but also the gaps between contexts' interpretation.
The use of redundant or complementary methods to gather more reliable data (Mackay & Fayard, 1997;
McGrath, 1995) is useful in the case of office-like systems and required in the case of safety-critical
domains. In order to maximize the validity of research results, Mackay and Fayard recommend using a
triangulation approach accross the disciplines that make up human-computer interaction: psychology,
sociology, anthropology, ergonomy and computer science.

5. Conclusion
As Suchman (1987) observed, work is situated activity. Consequently, the evaluation of systems—from
video-games to safety-critical interfaces—requires analysis of context to understand not only the effect of
context on usability but also the impact of artifacts' usability on users' environments, especially in the case
of SCS where errors (by users or designers) may threaten human lives. In this paper, we classified
representative techniques from general HCI and the aviation domain using McGrath' s research taxonomy
framework. This framework enabled us not only to describe common grounds and key differences of
methods used in HCI and SCS, but also to highlight aspects of context that could be analyzed using each
strategy. Domain knowledge determines at least part of the context to be considered in evaluating a user
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interface. For instance, characteristics of SCS, such as time-criticality, unpredictability and dynamics,
emphasize the leading role of operational context on the remaining work context including physical or
technical constraints defined by organizational, social, cultural and technical contexts. In contrast,
complexity and avoidance of and recovery from errors, more connected with sub-context of artifacts and
their integration in the working environment, point up the importance of organizational, social, cultural and
technical contexts as moral or psychological constraints.
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